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STATEMENT 
from the Premier 
Date April 30, 1975 
Embargo 
State Administration Centre, 
Victoria Square, Adelaide, 
South Australia 5001 
228 4811 
NATIONAL WAGE CASE. 
The Premier, Mr. Dunstan, was optimistic following today's decision 
on the National Wage Case. 
Mr. Dunstan said that the South Australian Case had been for indexation 
to a plateau figure rather than full indexation. Today's decision 
didn't go the whole way with South Australia's case but it went a 
long way. 
He said it would be quite possible to take the necessary action on the 
basis of this decision to damp down cost increases in the community. 
Further moves would undoubtedly be the subject of discussions at the 
Premier's Conference in June. 
The Premier pointed out that Working Parties had been carrying out 
investigations for some time working on the basis that there would be 
some indexation decisions. 
The way in which wage rises would be coped with was a matter to be 
discussed at the Conference with the Commonwealth in June. 
c 
South Australian Government officers 
today for the first round of Federal 
topic. 
have been meeting in Melbourne 
and State officers talks on this 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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